With flexibility in mind, ZEN Washstands are offered in three standard sizes and in eight standard concrete colors. Faucet holes and soap holes are configurable. Custom sizes are also available upon request.

All ZEN Washstands are carefully built by skilled craftsmen in the USA and offer unrivaled strength and stability.

Designed for elegance, convenience and durability, the Trueform Concrete ZEN ADA Commercial Washstand line is the ideal solution for hospitality, corporate offices, schools, airports, and other public restrooms where ADA compliance is required.

Consisting of an integrated GFRC (glass-fiber reinforced concrete) ramp sink and deck nested on a steel frame, ZEN Commercial Washstands offer a clean, modern design without the complicated installation. With 3.5” tube-steel legs welded together by a concealed steel support structure, each washstand is solid, sturdy, and ready for plumbing as soon as it is secured to the wall with a few simple bolts.

The new ZEN ADA Commercial Concrete Washstand is a free-standing sink & base system that addresses situations where floating or wall-mounting would be difficult.

VIRTUES

1. **CONVENIENCE**
   - Sturdy, free-standing system is easily secured to the wall with toggle bolts

2. **USABILITY**
   - Optional, 3.25” X 1.25” under-mounted hooks for hanging bags or purses

3. **DURABILITY**
   - Integrated deck and sink cast in 1” thick GFRC (glass-fiber reinforced concrete) for optimum longevity

4. **FLEXIBILITY**
   - A range of sizes to enable multiple wash station configurations, as well as faucet types and soap holes

5. **STRENGTH**
   - Concealed, welded steel structure connects legs around perimeter and supports the concrete top

6. **STABILITY**
   - 3.5” tube-steel legs with built-in levelers to accommodate uneven floors

7. **STYLE**
   - Clean lines, natural finish, and an inner ramp that transitions into single or double drain holes (depending on sink size)

8. **CUSTOMIZATION**
   - Choose from 3 wash station configurations and 8 concrete colors, or request a custom size

About ZEN

Note that faucets are not included and are featured for illustrative purposes only.

Featured here is the ZEN ADA 4-Station Commercial Concrete Washstand. It features a 110” ramp-shaped basin and can be paired with faucets from numerous manufacturers.

Featured here is the ZEN ADA 6-Station Commercial Concrete Washstand. It features a 110” ramp-shaped basin and can be paired with faucets from numerous manufacturers.

Note that faucets are not included and are featured for illustrative purposes only.
SIZES & CONFIGURATIONS

ZEN ADA Commercial Concrete Washstands are offered in 3 standard configurations. Custom sizes are available upon request.

ZEN ADA 2-STATION CONCRETE COMMERCIAL WASHSTAND

Model: 68-48V
- Overall: 72" x 22" x 34"
- Inner sink basin: 60" x 13" x 5"
- 5 inch apron
- 2 wash stations
- Single drain in center
- SKU: ZEN-68-48V-ADA

Faucet & Soap Hole Information
- Faucet hole diameter = 1 3/8"
- Optional soap holes = 1 3/8" diameter, placed 5" to left or right of each faucet
- Faucets not included (pair with faucets from numerous manufacturers)

ZEN ADA 3-STATION CONCRETE COMMERCIAL WASHSTAND

Model: 98-80V
- Overall: 98" x 22" x 34"
- Inner sink basin: 80" x 12" x 5"
- 5 inch apron
- 3 wash stations
- Dual drains
- SKU: ZEN-98-80V-ADA

Faucet & Soap Hole Information
- Faucet hole diameter = 1 3/8"
- Optional soap holes = 1 3/8" diameter, placed 5" to left or right of each faucet
- Faucets not included (pair with faucets from numerous manufacturers)

ZEN ADA 4-STATION CONCRETE COMMERCIAL WASHSTAND

Model: 128-110V
- Overall: 128" x 22" x 34"
- Inner sink basin: 110" x 12" x 5"
- 5 inch apron
- 4 wash stations
- Dual drains
- SKU: ZEN-128-110V-ADA

Faucet & Soap Hole Information
- Faucet hole diameter = 1 3/8"
- Optional soap holes = 1 3/8" diameter, placed 5" to left or right of each faucet
- Faucets not included (pair with faucets from numerous manufacturers)
No material is quite like concrete. Artisanal and handmade, concrete presents a natural, aesthetic finish with slight gradations that elicit a feeling of depth and solidity that few other surfaces can achieve.

Trueform Concrete’s standard color palette is displayed below. Subtle and muted, these 8 colors were selected to be compatible with a myriad of color schemes.

- White Linen
- Concrete
- Taupe
- Pewter
- Limestone
- Graphite
- Dusk
- Charcoal

Concrete is a handmade product that utilizes natural materials. Variation can and will occur, and color samples may vary slightly from the finished product.

For more information on colors, or to order samples, please visit Trueformconcrete.com or call directly at 1.888.474.7977.

NEED A COLOR SAMPLE?

Our Color Sample Kits contain 4” x 4” x 1/2” concrete samples of each of our 8 colors. For more information, or to obtain a Color Sample Kit, visit Trueformconcrete.com or call us at 1.888.474.7977.

CERTIFICATIONS & COMPLIANCES

- CSA B45.8 / IAPMO Z403
- ASME A112.8.2 / CSA B125.2
- ICC A117.1
A team of artists, designers, and craftsmen, Trueform Concrete is a leader in the fabrication of bespoke concrete-based architectural furnishings for both residential and commercial applications. In addition to offering a diverse array of elegant concrete sinks, tables, and other products, our expertise in custom and build-to-spec projects has established us as a choice partner among designers and architects throughout the country.

All of Trueform’s concrete solutions are hand-fabricated here in the U.S.A. using a proprietary combination of industry-leading materials and processes.

For more information on our standard products, or to discuss how we can help bring your custom project to life, please visit Trueformconcrete.com or call us at 1.888.474.7977.